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Heart of the Nation

n a typical evening in her Heidelberg unit, Julie
Malherbe will be on the couch watching a
Downton Abbey box set with her family. So far,
so normal – until, with a sudden screech and
flapping of wings, one of the bats roosting on
the clothes rack beside the telly makes a flying lunge for her.
“We call it a crash landing,” she laughs. She has scratches all
over her from their claws seeking a firm hold, but that’s OK,
they’re only looking for affection. They see her as their mother.
Malherbe, 45, has spent four years fostering flying foxes
orphaned by powerlines or backyard netting. She bottle-feeds
them six times a day, moisturises their wings with baby lotion
and keeps them stimulated with kids’ toys. In the wild, mother
bats would lick them clean but “I draw the line at that”. At a
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couple of months old they go to an aviary before being released
into the flying fox colony at Melbourne’s Yarra Bend Park.
Letting go is bittersweet, Malherbe says; it’s tremendously
fulfilling to raise these animals – vital pollinators for native trees
– but empty nest syndrome is on constant rotation. She often
goes down to Yarra Bend to watch the colony fly out at dusk,
wondering which ones among the thousands are her babies.
Malherbe’s husband Francois and daughter Tyla, 21, with
whom she emigrated from Johannesburg six years ago, in part
to escape the violent crime, don’t bat an eyelid. What about
neighbours and visitors? Well, only people who are vaccinated
for lyssavirus are allowed into the unit anyway, and on the front
door there’s a sign: Do not enter. Baby bats learning to fly. “It’s
a great way of keeping cold callers away,” she chuckles.
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